Melissa Tkautz releases 'The Hits &amp; More'
20 years in the Australian entertainment industry!

What a colossal year! After the huge success of the hilarious'Barbie Girl' TV commercial (Australia Day 2012 Lamb campaign), her starring role in
'Swift and Shift Couriers' plus a hot new single, Melissa Tkautz has taken one step further and has finally given in to public demand! It is with great
pride and excitement that she announcedher best of package 2 weeks ago to unparalleled fan frenzy, setting facebook and twitter ablaze with
excitement.
For over 20 years Melissa Tkautz has filled charts and dance floors with her truly iconic and infectious sounds, her unique brand of pop-infused
goodness mixed with decadent dance beats has been a staple of many a music lovers playlist and Melissa shows no signs of slowing. The exciting
release titled 'Melissa Tkautz: The Hits & More' will not only showcase two decades of era defining hits but will also encompass the diverse musical
stylings Melissa has delivered. Fans can look forward to having the song that started it all 'Read My Lips,' plus other hits such as 'Sexy Is The Word,'
'Skin to Skin,' 'My House,' 'Is It?' 'Glamorous Life,' 'Easily Affected,' and the club smash collaboration with DJ Nick Skitz 'I Want YourLove,' as well as
everything in-between! Not content with just the hits, Melissa has also decided to include rare unreleased tracks, remixes and 12 favourites as well as
a brand new offering on this exciting release.
Now in a digital age, Melissa is thrilled to be able to take her singles to the fans in one package, as the full collection is made available on 10th August
2012.
To coincide with the release of The Hits & More, Melissa will embark on a national tour performing a sublime collection of hits from the album that will
not only set die hard fans alight with excitement but will give her new fans the chance to see the dance diva in all her glory.
Melissa is available for interviews viaPhone, written as well as limited in person interviews and photo shoots. Melissa will discuss The Hits & More, the
forthcoming promotional tour and her reflections on over 20 years in the Australian entertainment industry.
Contact details below.2012 High-res images are also available upon request.
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Contact: james@stageaddictiononline.com or +61 (0) 7 3036 5218
Website:www.melissatkautz.net
Promo Video:http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_vSD9wV42UU
Twitter:@Melissa_Tkautz
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